Kim Larlee Named Homecoming Queen

Kim Larlee, a junior education major, has been named the 1981 Homecoming Queen. Larlee, blue-eyed Kim Larlee, is the 1981 Homecoming Queen. She is an education major.

The following groups will have their pictures taken Wednesday night in the Union for the Wolverine. The groups are expected to arrive on campus at 8:30 p.m.

- Business Staff-Wolverine, 7:10 p.m.
- Editorial Staff-Wolverine, 6:25 p.m.
- Theta Phi Alpha, 6:35 p.m.
- Alpha Phi, 6:50 p.m.
- Panhellenic Council, 8:35 p.m.

Wolverine Staff-Wolverine, 7:10 p.m.

Miss Larlee and the nine first runner-ups will be announced at 9:25 p.m.

Fallout to Reach U.S. Thursday

LONDON—I-wind swells of anger and fear that radioactive fallout surged around the northern hemisphere and presented a threat to U.S. safety Thursday in the wake of the Soviet superbomb blast.

The shock over the explosion, generally estimated as having the force of about 30 megatons, or equal to about 20 million tons of TNT, was reported Thursday by reports from across the Soviet Union, the U.S. weather bureau and government officials.

If present atmosphere persists, wind will carry the fallout to northern Europe by Monday, officials said. The explosive device in this windless air would pose a threat only as a radiation hazard, perhaps as high as 300 miles from the center, officials estimated Thursday.

United Press International, the nation's news agency, reported Thursday that the explosion at 10 a.m. Moscow time was followed by a blast wave that reached a magnitude of 100 to 150 mites wide, which would be strong enough to cause widespread damage, officials said.

The blast wave was followed by a cloud of radioactive debris that was visible at distances of about 500 miles from the site, officials said.

The cloud was reported to be a fraction of one per cent of the total amount of fallout that fell on the United States, officials said.

The weather bureau's forecast for the Tuesday was that the fallout would reach the United States by Wednesday, with a peak of fallout expected in the western part of the country.

Weather

Last night was partly cloudy and cool, with a high of 55 degrees. Today's forecast is sunny with a high of 60 degrees.

THAT FINDER SPIRIT—Babies are the stars of the show with Spring grandparents. They are blue for the boys and pink for the girls. The baby shower is an exciting event around the country for those planning a new arrival at the end of the month. The new arrival is often a surprise, as the parents-often after many months of preparation-are thrilled with the baby's appearance.
Appointed Government Heads Would Streamline Government

The state of Michigan has often been a victim of its political leaders.

The Constitutional Convention now meeting in Lansing has the power to alter this situation. Delegate Walter F. Brown, a Democrat from Detroit, has submitted a proposal which would bring the government into line with the needs of today. His plan would provide for a smaller, more efficient government.

Brown's proposal would involve several major changes. First, it would limit the size of the Legislature to 100 senators and 200 representatives. This would reduce the cost of government and make it more responsive to the needs of the people.

Second, the governor would be required to appoint all state officials, rather than having them elected. This would ensure that the government is staffed by competent and dedicated public servants.

Third, the state would be divided into five districts, each with its own elected governor. This would allow for more localized decision-making and greater accountability.

Finally, Brown's proposal would establish a system of checks and balances to prevent any one branch of government from becoming too powerful. It would also provide for a strong executive branch to coordinate the activities of all branches of government.

If this proposal is adopted, it will be a step forward in streamlining government and making it more effective.

Partisan Judges

It is true that partisan politics is a major problem in American government. The American public is often frustrated by the partisanship that seems to rule our courts and other institutions.

One of the problems with the current system is that judges are elected, rather than appointed. This can lead to conflicts of interest and a lack of impartiality in the decision-making process.

A better system would be to have judges appointed by the governor, with confirmation by the Senate. This would ensure that the judiciary is independent of political pressure and can make decisions based on the merits of each case.

Press Cuttings

Guerrilla Action Barbaric

The nuclear blast scare has become a jumping-off point for a new form of civil defense politics and new guerrilla warfare.

The guerrilla warfare is not just for the young and idealistic. The older generation is also becoming involved in the struggle, with a group of 50-year-olds leading the way.

These guerrillas are not just fighting for their own survival, but are also fighting for the survival of the nation. They use any means necessary to defend themselves and their families, including sabotage and armed resistance.

Letters to the Editor

Post Card Stirs Sins

To the editor:

I am appalled by the actions of the Michigan legislature in recent years. It has become increasingly clear that the state is being run by a bunch of egotistical politicians who care more about their own interests than about the people they are supposed to serve.

The latest example of this is the recent bill that would cut funding for education. This is a clear example of the legislature putting their own interests ahead of the needs of the students.

I urge all citizens to stand up and fight against this type of corruption. We need to demand better from our elected officials.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Cold War Not Issue

In Black and White

There are so many opinions about the Cold War. Some people believe it is a necessary evil, while others think it is a waste of time.

I believe that the Cold War is not an issue. It is simply a fact of life. We are living in a world where nations are constantly battling for power and resources.

We need to focus on the issues that really matter, such as poverty, unemployment, and education. The Cold War is not one of them.

[Your Name]
I M B population benefits from developments in the legislature to house the convention.

Large Pool Rocket Fired From Water

The government has been informed that Russia's latest rocket was fired into the sea in the area of the Soviet Union's busiest shipping lanes. The rocket was launched from the rocket range on the island of Sakhalin, which is located in the Sea of Japan.

Con-Con

Tuesday and Friday 2 to 307 East Grand River

Farmer’s Workshop At Kellogg

Kellogg Center will be the scene of the National Workshop on the Construction of Products, to be held Thursday and Friday.

Delegations to the conference, money from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, will consist of Michigan State College of Agriculture, the Michigan Agricultural College, and the University of Michigan. The conference will be held in the Kellogg Center.

The workshop will be designed to provide an opportunity for the delegates to exchange ideas on the construction of products and to learn more about the methods and techniques that are being used in the construction of products in the United States.

The conference will include a series of lectures and seminars, as well as a hands-on session where the delegates will have the opportunity to try their hand at constructing products. The conference will be open to the public, and there will be a fee for attendance.

Afro-TC Cadets Get Training

By JESS MAXWELL

Eleven MSU Air Force ROTC cadets are receiving flight training as part of the Flight Instruction Program offered in Air Science cadets. The program is part of a national Air Force plan to determine if AFROTC cadre can be trained to become pilots.

The CAFD's flight program requires that AFROTC cadets pass a series of tests and undergo a certain number of hours of flight training. The program is designed to determine if AFROTC cadre can be trained to become pilots.

Candidates for Bachelor's or Master's Degrees in Engineering and Science

The same type of work is expected of the students as of those in other engineering schools, including joint classes in engineering, science, and business. The courses are designed to provide the students with a broad background of knowledge in engineering and science, and to prepare them for careers in a variety of fields.

The training program is being sponsored by the State Council of Agriculture, and the course and, if successful, will be offered during the summer of 1962.

Academic Publishing Co.

presents for

M.S.U.

CAMPUS SUMMARIES

For all First Term Basics

These study guides have been prepared to enable the student to obtain the maximum understanding of the materials presented in the basic courses with a minimum amount of wasted effort. They have been designed specifically for students at MSU, and used properly will be of great benefit.

The Ralphs

In The Inkpot

(Monday - Friday 2 to 5)

507 East Grand River

TELEPHONE LOCKS AVAILABLE LOCALLY

Allow incoming calls. PREVENTS OUTGOING CALLS

Dorm Students keep your Telephone bills down.

Buy your Telephone Lock today. Low Prized and easily shared by 2 or 3 roommates. FREE DELIVERY Send your $1.25 to:

Special Services, P. O. Box 44, East Lansing

Or Call ED 7-0227 Today!!

IBM will interview November 8-9

Those interested in a career in Engineering and Science are invited to discuss opportunities in the IBM field at the Interview. IBM representatives will discuss what type of work is expected of the students as of those in other engineering schools, including joint classes in engineering, science, and business. The courses are designed to provide the students with a broad background of knowledge in engineering and science, and to prepare them for careers in a variety of fields.

The training program is being sponsored by the State Council of Agriculture, and the course and, if successful, will be offered during the summer of 1962.

CLEARANCE!

SUIT'S

DEMI-FITTED, BOXED AND ENSEMBLES; PLAIDS, TWEEDS, SOLIDS.

SIZES 5 TO 15; 8 TO 16

DRESSES

WOOLS, JERSEYS, ONE-PIECE and COSTUMES, PLAIDS, TWEEDS and SOLIDS.

SIZES 5 TO 15; 8 TO 16

ALSO A SPECIAL GROUP OF COURTERI DRESS FASHIONS AT SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED PRICES
**To Speak On Wage Policy In Sweden**

"Wage Policy in Sweden" will be the topic of a speech to be given by Gösta Rehn, chief economist of the Ministry of Finance of Sweden at 7 p.m. Thursday, in the Michigan Union. The speech is sponsored jointly by the Labor and Industrial Relations Center and the Department of Economics.

Rehn has written numerous articles on wage policies, problems of full employment and on general economic policy.

During his two-week stay in the United States Rehn will lecture at several other universities and also consult with government, union and management executives.

It is a former chief economist of the Confederation of the Swedish Trade Unions.

---

**DU Holds New House Dedication**

Duquesne University students will dedicate its new house Saturday afternoon to homecoming festivities. The house will be dedicated in honor of Donald O. Buell, charter member, and adviser of the fraternity.

Buell was a speech professor and was also featured in a number of articles on wage policies, problems of full employment and on general economic policy.

During his two-week stay in the United States Rehn will lecture at several other universities and also consult with government, union and management executives.

He is a former chief economist of the Confederation of the Swedish Trade Unions.

---
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Free Baby Care Classes

What Breast feeding was needed for Student wives... • if you're expecting warn ef aew bane Buy's droestog a new ben rely. Baby into daweaetra- «totally fre sfa Ltetsfheddtag nr seek feeding tea , .

NEW SEMES STARTS OCT. 26
EVERY THURSDAY AT 2 P.M.

CHICAGO SIGNA METRO

CHICAGO—Charitoletta, a college senior majoring in the 16 years, was named a JuniorTuesday by the Chicago Club.

Joy, 24, who played Don Hen­ ver to the American Associ­ tion in 1980 and third place in 1981, became the 30­club on the Big East.

She beat or was beaten by Andrea Tapp, Vonda Hing, Big Cross, and Patricia Young. She was also beaten by Fred Martin, Verona Walker, and Lisa Lee.

Her coach recently said that she had no choice but to leave the University of Missouri. Patricia Hold­ in, one of two Oregon Oregon State, can knock you right off your feet. We're not going to back tail our tail, but we're going to take the Big East.

In 15 years of managing the Seattle, Mexico's Institute Hitched out of the first division. The Institute is only the second field to

"Rose Bowl Talk Premature" Duffy

DEAR DUFFY: In the spirit of fair play, I thought you might want to hear my views on the Rose Bowl. I think it's premature...

Our goal is winning the Big Ten championship. Our hope is that we'll win the Big Ten, and that we'll play in the Rose Bowl.

This season we are getting close to the top of the Big Ten. Our hope is that we'll win the Big Ten, and that we'll play in the Rose Bowl.

Sports Shorts

New York—Warren Spahn and Don Drysdale top their third time for Milwaukee.

STAN STEYMENHORSE

The third game of the 1960 cam­ paign.

During those 11 games State he said he wouldn't want to make the decision not while the defense and offense are in such a good condition.

Last year he took a second half rally by the Spartans to defeat Indiana Tech 18 to 21 in the Big Ten.

With a team composed of a good forward and backfield Tech to be tough again this year.

Coach Kennedy refused to make any predictions on his team's schedule. "When we come to move the ball, we'll be in much better shape," he said.

"Now we're going to get physical condi­tion for the game. A knee injury prevented us from getting on the field Tech to improve.

Redwood & Ross introduces

a very special all-season coat...

THUNDERCLOUD weather converter

Wherever the weather, Thunder­ cloud is more than a raincoat — you'll wear it in any season! The rip­ pen Oslo pile liner covers any season to your comfort. The dark plaid reversible in a blend of 50% Dacron Polyesterr, 50% Cotton for edging the coat's shape. TRIGHTMARKED basic raincoat and main rainwater repellency through washable lining. Get yours today!OA, Charcoal, sizes 32 to 60.$36.50.

Redwood & Ross

120 East Grand River
East Lansing
Gentile Tops Sophomores

Baltimore, Md—Gentile, the chopping first baseman of the Illinois Champs, led his team to a 9-6 victory over Purdue. Gentile, who covered almost 190 bases and scored 18 runs, was especially pleased with his hitting and for his average.

"That was the only time we ever saw it," said one of the Purdue fans.

Gentile’s sixth-inning single was the key hit in the game, as it tied the score at 4-4. In the seventh inning, Gentile belted a double that scored the tying run.

Calling Managers

Student managers were named to handle the event. The game was a sellout.

"If we get them," said one of the managers, "they’ll be all over it."
TV Classes Growing

**Pros Take to the Air**

Experimental closed circuit television will be made available to several Kellogg College students this term. Hunt is the distinguished visiting professor in the History department. Hunt has been invited to the Thursday morning meetings, and will be responsible for producing a weekly television program. The program will be broadcast over the Kellogg College television system, and will be shown to students in their dormitories.

**FOREIGN CAR OWNERS**

New Equipment Has Just Been Installed

To Accommodate Your Car At

Frander Auto Wash

Frander Shopping Center — Daily 8-8, Sun. 8-3-8

Dr. Hunt

they report individually to

Dr. Hunt

they report individually to

THE TUTORIAL is a discussion between student and professor. Hunt will be the instructor in this course, and he will help students to clarify their ideas. "An important part of education is to teach people how to think independently," Hunt said. The tutorial method is designed to encourage students to think well-founded ideas, and to develop their own ideas. "A necessary goal of education is to organize students and to help them with their studies," Hunt said, adding that he himself wanted to improve his students' studies through his own work. Hunt received his masters and doctoral degrees from Cambridge and was a member of the Cambridge University's tutorial system.

WHERE POLICIES are established in Britain and the U.S. is the topic of the advanced seminar and discussion held by the History Department.

"I fully support the idea of a tutorial system in the History Department," Hunt said, adding that he himself would be responsible for the tutorial system. "The tutorial system is a necessary part of education," Hunt said, adding that he himself wanted to improve his students' studies through his own work. Hunt received his masters and doctoral degrees from Cambridge and was a member of the Cambridge University's tutorial system.
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U. S. Seizes Cuban Goods

WASHINGTON—The govern­ment recently seized more than 100 million worth of Cuban trucks and other contraband flowing to Cuba except food and medical supplies. This is in response to the U.S. embargo that bans all ex­
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SPARTAN MOTORS

246 E. Michigan

ED 2-8694

"Leaves Are Falling Specials"

1954 - 1961 Corvettes, 2 and 4 seat conversions.

1949-1950 Classics.

1951 Galaxy 2 door hardtop. 2 and 4 seat. Convertible, fully restored, including radio and air conditioning.

1950 Chevrolet 4 door sedan. Fully restored.

1951 Cadillac 4 door sedan. Fully restored.

1952 Chevrolet convertible, 2 door hardtop.
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Present Fallout Rate Poses Serious Threat

A series of recent problems will arise if the present rate of fallout continues. If we pay attention, we can prevent the future dangers that fallout poses to our health.

Dr. Shaver is setting head of the Atomic Energy Commission. "I'M NOT SAYING the fallout is not dangerous, but I do say that it could be dangerous.

However, the effects of fallout are cumulative - it is a danger to the future of the world. We have to be very careful in what levels we will decrease or increase.

We cannot present this problem based upon varying levels over a period of years. This is the basis for determining the amount of risk in terms of safety.

In what levels will fall, or increase, "I'm not sure yet. "Dr. Shaver said. "But, doesn't the National Content not exist in this particular store?

Might the answer to that be that we should be forcing the board to resume atmospheric testing?

"Dr. Shaver would not say any more about at least until that he has been forced to resume it. He cannot be held for the United States to test a bomb.

The talk, the third day of this is and 7:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Sunday 5:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.

ED 2-8617